
Chemistry. - "In-, mono- and plw'iv(l1'iant equilihria". X X VI. 
By Prof. F. A. H. SCHRI~INEMAKERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 29, 1924). 

Equilibria of n c01nIJOnellts in r phases. 

We take illto consideratioll an equilibl'illm E and other equilihria, 
the phases of which differ untinitely litlle from those of E'. When 
we express the compositions of the phases in composallts, then we 
lIIay choose them arbitJ'al'ily, 80 that we lIIay take for this also 
one Ol' mOI'e of the phases of the eqnilibrium E Ïtself. As, therefore, 
those composants are really also phases of the equilibrium E, we 
8hall call them "real" composarits; the other composants, which 
conseqllently still rest al'bitrary, we call the "fl'ee" ones. 

We now assnme that at a temperatllre 1'0 and unqer a pl'essUl'e 
p. an equilibl'ium 

Eo (n , r) = L + M + N . .. + R (1) 

exists of n components in l ' phases. In order to I'epresent the phases 
of an equilibrium: 

E(n. r) = Ft + Ft'" + Fr . (2) 

which, differ fl'om Eo (n. r), we must choose n composants. For this 
we take the r phases L M . .. of the equilibrium Eo (n. 1'), conse
quently rea I composants; further we take the n-r free composants 
X Y . . ,; of coul'se one or more of those ma,}' also be components. 
When we represent an arbitrary phase F of the equilibl'iu m E (n .1') by : 

F = :vX + y Y . .. + lL + mM . .. + qQ + QR . (3) 

wherein (J = 1-.v-y ... -I . .. -q, then we lIla,}' repl'esent Fl 
by giving to all val'iables in (3) the index 1 ; Ft by giving them 
the index 2, etc. 

We now assume that the phases of E (n . r) ditfel' infinitely little 
from those of Eo (n . r), viz. Ft from L, Ft from M ... and Fr from 
R. Then it appeal'S from (1) and (3) that all variables in (3) should 
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become infinitely smalI, excepted lIJ m" n • ... q"-l which approach 
to zero. 

When we call the thermodynamical potentials of Ft F, etc. ;t~, 

etc. and when we represent hy A the form: 

, ' , (4) 

tben we find for an al'bitr:ary temperalUl'e Tand preSSUl'e P the 
r-1 equations of equilibrium: 

, , ' . , , (5) 

We obtain AtA. etc, from A by giving in (4) the indices 1, 2 
etc. to all variables (; also). Of cOlll'se those equations al'e valid 
as weil rol' finite as for untillitely small values of the variables, 
Furthel' we still get the (r-i) (u-1) conditioJl8 for equilibrium: 

€lXI - €lx, -. , ,- aoV r 
aSI €ls. €l;r 
aYl -- €ly, - , • ,- aYr 

, , (6) 

and the other ones, which follow herefrom, by sllbstituting .'1: or y 
by z u , " I m , , , and q, 

WheJl we inclnde in the calculatioll l' and P, then consequently 
we have (n-l) r+2 variables ano n(r-l) equations; therefore Ihe 
equilibl'ium E (n ,r) has n-l'+2 fl'eedoms, When we put in (5) 

and (6) 11 = 1, mi = 1, n. = 1 and qr-l = 1 and furlhel' all other 
variables equal to zero, then we find the conditions for equilibrium 
fol' the equilibrium E,(n,r); when we put /, = 1 + 61" mi = 
= 1 + 6m • . , , q"-l = 1 + 6 qr-l and when we take (or the other 
variables infinitely small values, then we find the equalions for 
equilibrium for the equilibrium E(n,r) at 1', + 61' and P, + 6P, 
From (5) follow the r-1 equations: 

6 Al = 6 A, = . , , = 6 Ar ' , , 

FUt,ther follow from (6) the (1'-1) (n-l) equations: 

a;1 a;, aÇr 
'. 6 aXI = 6 ax, = , , . = 6 €lx

r
' , • 

, , (7) 

(8) 

etc, Hel'ain the sign 6 means th at we must take all increases, if 
necessary those of higher order also. It IlOW follows from (4) that 
(7) may be satisfied by: 
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aç 1 
6A =_'>1 6T+v 6P-6---K 

I '1\ 1 al 2 1 

1 
1 aç 1 \ 6Ar--1=-1]r-t 61 + Vr-I 6P- ~ aq - 2"" Kr-l 

6Ar = -1],. 61' + v,. 6P - - Kr 2 I 

(9) 

aç aç 
wherein we may give to 6 ~, 6 - etc, in aceordance with (8) each 

ul dm 
of the indices fl'om 1 to 1', FUl'thel' is 

( 
aç aç ) (2) 

K = {IJ a,v + Y ay + ," , 
We now shall mean by the ,'egion of an equilibrium: the eol

leetion of all complexes, whieh arise when we add to one another 
the phases of th at equilibrium in all possible ratio's. In a graphieal 
representation we may imagine sueh a region to be represented by 
a eollection of points. The region of an equilibrium E (n ,2) is, 
therefore, a st,'aight line, wllich unites the two phases, namely the 
part, which is situated between botb phases, The region of the 
equilibrium E (n . 3) is the triangle, which has as angle-points those 
three pllases, etc. 

We now may put the questioll: the regions of two equilibria 
E. (n ,1') and E (n . r) may they have common points at the same 
temperat.ure and p,'essUl'e? 

In order to repl'esent the region of the equilib,'ium: 

E(n, r) = FI + Ft +, , , + Fr , 
we must take in the complex 

al FI +at Ft + ' ' , + ar Fr' , (10) 

al at etc. positive and we must give to thei,' ratio's all possible 
values. In the complex (10) none of the free composants X y, .. W 
may oeeUl', in order til at th is region has one or more points in 
eommon with the region of E. (n . "). It now follows from (10) that 
it must be possible that is satisfied: 

~ (a.v) = al ,VI + at IC, + ' .. + ar :Cr = 0 

~ (ay) = al YI + at Yt t-.,. + ar Yr = 0 

Proceedings ROyll1 Acad . Amsterdllm. Vol. XXVIl. 

(11) 

19 
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As we take under consideration the equilibria E, (n. r) and E(n. r) 
at the same Pand T. we must put in (9) I::. T = 0 and I::. P= O. 
Hence it follows: 

o~ 
I::. ol =0 . . • (12) 

The stability requires that the magnitudes Kl K, etc. from (9) are 
positive. As the terms, wich are equa} to zero, in accordance with 
(12), disappear herefrom, we may write: 

oç oç o~ 
K = Ar I::. oz + 1/ I::. ay + ... wl::. ow' , . . , (lS) 

When we add KI K, etc., after having muItiplied them successively 
with al a, etc., then follows: 

oç oç ~ aç 
~ (a z) , I::. ~ + ~ (ay) , I::. -, .. + ~ (a w) ,I::. ~ , , (14) 

u~ dy uw 

which form must be positive. COJlsequently it is impossible to satisfy 
the equations (11), as (14) ShOllld thell be equal to zero. COllsequently 
we find: 

the regions of the stabie equilibria Eo (n. r) and E(n .1') may nevel' 
have points in common at the same temperature and under the 
same pressure. 

The conjugation-line of the two phases of an equilibrium E, (n.2), 

therefore, never intersects the conjugation-line of the equilibrium 
E (n , 2); the three-phases-triangle of all equilibrium E, (n . 3), th ere
fore, never intel'sects the three-phases-triangle of the equilibrium 
E (n . 3), etc. In the pI'evious communication we have deduced this 
property for a special case, viz. for all equilibrium E (3.2) in quite 
another way, We also easily find this property in the following way. 
Suppose the regions of the equiliöria E, (n . r) and E (n . 1') have 
a point in common; then this point may represent either a complex 
of the phases of the equilibrium E, or one of the phases of the 
equilibrium E. As Tand Pare, however, the same for both com
plexes, the complex with the largest thermodynamical potential shall 
be converted into tllld with the smalJest one. Consequently bOlh 
complexes cannot exist at the same time or in other words, the 
two regions cannot have a point in common. 

The deductions abo\'e are no more \'alid when we keep no more 
constant eithel' the temperature or the pressure, Ol' both, Then 
we find: 

the l'egions of the equilibrium E, (n .1') at To and of the equilibrium 
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E(n . r) at T o + 6.T have points in common, also when the pressure 
for both is the same. 

We shall represent an equilibrium of n components in r phases, 
w hen a phases-reaction is possible between those l' phases, by 
E(n. r) (r). We now assume that at T. and Po an equilibrium 

E.(nr)(r)=L + M + N ... + Q + R (15) 

exists; we represent the phases-reaction by 

~I L + ÀI M. , . + 1r-l Q + Àr R = 0 . . . . (16) 

As, in accordance with (16) those phases are dependent on one 
al1other, we may take only r-1 of them as composants; for Ihis 
we take MN ... R. We now represent an arbitl'ary phase F in 
stead of by (3) by 

F=xX+ yY ... + mM + nN ... qQ + QR (17) 

viz. by r-l real and n-1'+1 free composants. The phases of an 
arbitrary equilibrium : 

E (n. r) = FI + FI'" + Fr . . . . (18) 

we represent again by giving in (17) the indices 1, 2, . . . l' to the 
variables. When we represent again by A 

ClÇ ClÇ ClÇ ()Ç '-lIJ Clx - Y Cly ••• - m Clm •• . - q Clq •. (19) 

then for the equilibrium E(n. ,') at arbitrary Pand T the r-l 
equations 

. . (20) 

are following again and (r-1) (n-1) equations like in (6). 
We now assume again that the phases of the equilibrium E(n. r) 

ditfer infinitely liUle from those of E. (n . r) (r). Wilen the composi
ti on of FI must approach to L, then it appears from (17) that we 
must give to the quantities XI YI etc. of the free composants the 
infinitely small values 6. XI 6. YI etc. In con neet ion with the compo
sition of L, which is following from (16) it is apparent that we 
must put: 

" 1 À. 1r-l 
mI = -- - + 6. mI n l = - :- -+- 6. n l . . • ql = - -- + 6. 91 "I AI "I 

wherein 6.ml etc. are intinitely smalI. 
When the composition of Ft approaches to J.l1, then we must put 

mi = 1 + 6.m l and further we must replace all other variables 
XI YI etc. by the infinitely small values 6.xl 6.YI etc. For the othe1' 

19* 
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phases F • ... Fr we find that all variables must be infinitely small, 
excepted 

n. = 1 + l:J. n • ... qr-l = 1 + l:J. qr-l' 

In ordel' to satisfy (20) we now have, as follows from (19): 

. a, a; 
"1 l:J. AI = - 1 "11 l:J. 1 + Àl VI l:J.P + 1, !::. am + 1. l:J. an ' , 

a, 1 ,,' + lr-ll:J.~ --1 1 Kl 
uq 2 a, 1 

l:J. A. = - "1. l:J. T + v. l:J.p - l:J. ~ - - K. 
um 2 , . (21) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
, . a, 1 

l:J. Ar-l = - 'lr-1l:J. 1 + V,·-ll:J. P - l:J. ~--Kr-l 
uq 2 

1 
l:J. Ar = .- "1,. l:J. T + V,. l:J. P - 2 Kr 

wherein again 

Further we may give, as it shall 

indices from 1 to r. We yet have 
(6) from which follows: 

a; 
appear at Ollce, to l:J. om etc, all 

VIZ. the (r-1)(n-1) equations 

l:J. a;1 = l:J. a" = ... = l:J. a". 
a'- I az, az,. . . (22) 

and the other ones, which we get hel'efrom by sllbstituting .x by 
yz ... m ... q. 

When we add the equations (21) after having multiplied l:J.A, 

with 1" l:J.A. witt! 1. ete., then we get, as !::.A I = l:J.A, = ... = l:J.Ar, 
and as 2"(A) must be zero in accordance with (16): 

- ~ (l'I) . l:J. 7' + ~ (lv) . l:J. p = } ~ (lK) . . .(23) 

FIll'ther from (21) still the 1'-2 eqllations follow: 

, d~ 
('lr-"1,) l:J. 1 + (t',-t',) l:J. P ~ l:J. am 

. . . . . . . . . . (24) 
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wherein K. etc. have been omitted, as they are intinitely small with 
,'espect to the . tel'ms, whieh are already written down. 

Conseqnently we have in (22), (23) and (24) 1"11-n equations 
between the 1'1l---:r + 2 variables for detinition of the equilibrium 
E (n. r) at T, + l:J. Tand llnder P, + l:J.p. 

Firstly we now put the question: when an equilibrium E,(m') (1') 
exists at T, and under PI' still other equilibria E(u. r) may they 
exist at the same tempel'ature and under the same pl'essure? 

As the equilibrium now has still n-r freedoms ooly, and as · l' 
must be 2 at least, this case may, thel'efore, oecur only with systems 
with 3 or more components, As further we must put l:J. T = 0 and 
l:J.P = 0, it follows from (23): 

( 
açl açl )(2) ( a;. aç. )(2) 

II l:J.411 0411+l:J.YI·ay,· · · +).. l:J.41.· 0"".+l:J.Y•
oY 

... · + ... =0.(25) 

The stability requires that each of the forms in parenthesis is 
positive. Of course the incl'eases in (25) are not independent on one 
another, but. they are united by the equations (22) and (24), wherein 
l:J. T = 0 and l:J.P = O. Hence it appears, tlterefore, that it shall 
depend on many conditions whether (25) may be satisfied or not. 
When this is not. tlte case, then at TI and undel' Po only the 
equilibrium Eo (n 1') (r) exists; when it is really the case then still 
also othel' equilibria E (n . 1') exist, which then have n-1' freedoms. 
Later we shall iIlustrate th is by treating an example. 

Let UR assume th at (22), (24) and (25) may be satisfied by definite 
values of the increments l:J..'l\ l:J.Yl etc. Then a definite equilibrium 
E (n. 1') exists. However, the equations may be satisfied also by giving 
the opp"Osite sign to all increments; consequently also an other 
equilibrium El (n. r) exists. We shall call two equilibda, which 
satisfy th is eondition the refleeted images of one another, becau8e, 
in a graphieal l'epresentation, they are looking somewhat alike. 
Consequentlywe may say, also in eonnection with the previous: 

wh en at T. and under Po besides the equilibrium E, (n r) (r) still 
other eq uilibl'Ïa E (n . 1') exist, tlten they are two by two the reflected 
image of one anothel'; the regions of those equilibria ha"e no points 
in common. 

We now mayalso answer the question: when an equilibrium 
E, (n 1') (1') exists at T, and under p., whieh other equilibria E (n. r) 
are existing th en under the same pressnre but at the temperature 
T. + l:J.1'? 
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In order to answer this question we put 6 P = 0; (23) becomes 
then: 

(26) 

The equations (22) and (24) are homogeneous and of the first 
degree with respect to 6T and the other incremeuts. We may satisfy 
those eqllations by taking all increments of the same order, but 6 T 
of the ordel' (6 x)'. In the equations (22) and (24) at first approxi
mation Itll terms with 6 T may disappear. Then it follows from (24): 

with the indices 1 to r. We may use those equations in order to 
simplify (26). 

~ (A fl) in (26) is the increase of entropy when in the equilibrium 
Eo (n . ,.) (r) the phases-reaction (16) occurs. We imagine that the 
reaction proceeds in that direction, at which the entropy increases; 
then ~ (À ''1) is positive and the signs of À1 À, etc. are defined. 

We now distinguish three cases. 

1. the serond part of (26) is al ways positive. 
Then (26) can only be satisfied by giving a positive value to 

6 T. Hence follows: 
equilihria E (n . r) exist only at temperatures higher than T.; or 

also: the temperatllre T. of the equilibrium Eo (n r) (r) is a minimum
temperature for the equilibria E (n . r). 

2. The second part of (26) is always negative. . 
We fiud: equilibria E (n . r) exist only at temperatures lower than 

T o ; or altlo: the temperature T. of Eo (n r) (r) is a maximumtem
perature for the equilibria E (n . r). 

3. The second part of (26) may be positive, negative and zero. 
We find: equilibria B(n. r) exist as weB at T. as at higher and 

lower temperatm'es; the temperature To of the equilibrium Eo (n.r) (r) 
is nor maximum- nor minimum-tempel'ature fol' the equilihria E (n.r). 

Just as above we find that the equilibria existing at T. + 6T 
(6T positive, negative or zero) are two by two the reflected image 
of one another and that their regions have no points in common. 

As the question : when at . T. and under p. an equilibrium 
E, (n r) (r) exists, which equilibria E (n . r) exist then at the same 
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temperature but under a pressure p. + 6. P, leads to the same 
results, we shall not discuss this question. 

We now shall put the question: when at 1'0 and nnder p. 
exists an equilibl'Ïum E. (n 1') (r), another equilibrium E(n1') (r) eau it 
exist at 1'0 + 6. Tand under p. + 6. Pand under wh ich conditions ? 

As in Ihe equilibrium Eo (n r) (r) the phases-reaction (16) OCCUl'S, 

must be: 

~ (l) = À1 + A2 + ... + lr = o. . . . . (27) 

In accordance with our assumplion, also a phases-reactiorl may 
occur in the equilibrium E (n r) (1'); we represent this by: 

A't F 1 -+- À', F, ... +l'r Pr = 0 . .. (28) 

In accordance with (17) and (18) it must be possible to satisfy: 

~ (À' x) = 0 ~ (A' y) = 0 ... ~ (À' m) = 0 ... ~ (l' q) = 0 (29) 

As the phases of E (n r) (r) and Eo (n 1') (r) differ infinitely little 
m composition, they pass into: 

~ (À' . 6. .~) = 0 ~ (A' • 6. y) = 0 

À 
~ (l' m) = - 1'1 ),,' + 1', + ~ (À' 6. m) = 0 

1 . (80) 

From this we find that at first approximation the ll-r + 1 equa
tions must be satisfied: 

~ (À • 6.x) = À1 6.31 1 + À, 6.x, ... + Ar 6.xr = 0 I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' '. (81) 

~ (À • 6.w) = 11 6.w1 + 1, 6.tD, . . . + lr 6.wr = 0 

wherein "1 A, etc. have the values from (16). Those n-1'+1 con
ditions contain only increments, which refer to the quantities of the 
free composants. We now have fOl' the detlnition of the equilibrium 
E (n r) (r) at T. + 6. Tand under Po + 6. P the r n-n equations 
(22), (23) and (24) and further the n - r + 1 equations (31), con
sequently )' n - r + 1 equations between the n r - r + 2 variables. 
The equilibrium E (n I') (r) has, therefore, one freedom, 

We cannot satisf)" those equations by taking 6. l' or 6.P or both 
of highel' order than the othel' increases, but we may satisfy them 
by taking all increments of the same order. 
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Then it follows fl'om (23): 

l::. P ::! (All) 
l::.1' ~(Av) 

(32) 

Consequently to each change of tempel'atul'e l::. Tbelongs a change 
in press\ll'e l::. P, defined by (32). We find, therefore: when an 
equilibl'ium E. (n 1') (1') existsat '1'. and IInder p., then at To + l::.T 
also an equilibrium E (n 1') (1') exists, of which the composition of 
the phases and the p.'essure are completely defined (viz. l::. P by 
32); al80 at To-l::. l' a similar equilibl"Ïum exists; bot,h are the 

. reflected image of one another. 
We also may prove that the regions of the eqllilibl'ia E. (n r) (r) 

and E (n I') (I') have no points in common. When this should be the 
case, then, as we have seen previously, we must be able to satisfy 

~ (a .l::.:e) = 0 ~ (a , l::. y) = 0 . , . ~ (a . l::.w) = O. . (33) 

whel'ein al al etc. are positive. However, l::. Xl 6. XI etc. satisfy the 
equation (31) in which the coefiicients ÀIÀI etc. have different signs; 
consequently they liever can satisfy (33). 

This is, however, only true for equilibria E (n 1') (1') in which I' < n. 

At the deduction is viz. supposed that there is one fl'ee composant 
at least, consequently n -1' + 1 >1 or l' < n. When l' = n + 1 then 
the two regions have really points in common. 

Consequently we ma,v represellt in a PT-diagram by a curve an 
equilibrium E(n r) (I'). Fm'Uler we shal! divide those equilihl'ia into 
"transformables" and "intransformables", We shall viz. cal! the 
equilibrium transformabie when we can proceed a finite part of the 
PT-curve with a definite complex of Ihe r phases; we call it 
intl'ansformable when we cannot convert the equilibl'Ïum of a tempe
rature l' in one of the ternperatul'e 1'+l::.1', unless we add one or 
more of the components. 

It appears from OUI' previous consideralions that fol' I' = n + 1 
the equilibria are transformabie and fol' I' < n + 1 intrllnsformable. 

A binary equilibrium E(2. 3) (3) f.i. 80lid + liquid + vapour is, 
therefore, transformabie ; we can I'ealise a finile part of its PT
curve with a complex of definite composition. 

The binary equilibrium E(2. 2) (2) Ol' in general the equilibrium 
E (n . 2) (2) of n components f.i. liquid + vapoul' is intransformable; 
when we will bring it from a tempersture T of its PT-curve 
towards a temperature T + l::. T, then we must add or remove a 
little of one or more of the components. 
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In accordance with OUl' considerations all equilibrium E (n , 2) (2) 
= solid + liquid ought to be intransfoJ'mable, al80 when the solid 
substance has an invariable composition, This is, however, 1I0t the 
case; hel'e the Pl'-curve is viz, the meltillg-line of the solid 
substallce and it is cleal' thaI we can realise it without it is necessaJ'y 
to change the composition of the complex, Yet this contl'adiction is 
only apparent. Solid substance and liquid have viz, the 8ame 
composition and although they al'e built up out of n different other 
substances, yet there is olie composant only, COllsequenlly it is not all 
equilibrium E (n , 2) (2) but all equilibl'Îum E (1 , 2) (2) and it mUllt, 
therefol'e, be transformabie, 

JII general an equilibrium E (n , t') (1') ill which 1'-1 of the phases 
have a constant composition and only one of the pha8es is variabie, 
is an eqllilibl'ium E (1'-1, r) (1') and consequently transformabie, 

When an eqllilibdum E (n r) (1') goes along its PT-curve, th en 
the values of I ().11) and 2'(),v) change from poillt to point. When 
2'(À'tl) becomes zero in a point, then, as is apparent from (32), the 
tangent in th is point is parallel to the T-axis; consequently the 
pressure in this point is maximum Ol' minimum, JII ordel' to examine 
this fllrther, we must take now into the equations (21) also terms 
with I::J. T', Instead of (23) we then find an equation of the form: 
I::J. P = a, 1::J.1", The pressure in th is point is, therefore, maximum 
when a < 0 and minimum when a> O. 

When in another point 2 ().v) becomes = 0, then the tangent in 
this point is parallel to the P-axis. Instead of (23) we now find: 
I::J.T= fJ ,I::J.P'. Consequently the temperature is maximum when 
iJ < 0 and minimum when fJ> 0, 

Therefol'e, we find: the temperature of an equilibrium E (n, r) (r) 
is maximum or minimnm, when the volume does not change at the 
phases-I'eaction; the pressUl'e is maximum or minimum, wh en the 
entropy doei 1I0t change, consequently when at the phases-reaction 
no heat is absorbed or gi ven a w ay , 

When we apply this to a binary equilibrium: solid subslance 
+ liqnid + vapoul', consequently to an equilibrium E(2, 3) (3), then 
follows at once Ihe known property, which defilles in th is syst.em 
the pO!lition of the point of maximum temperatUl'e and pressul'e, 

Whell an equilibrium E (n, r) (1') goes along its PT-curve, · then 
the l'atio's of the reaction-coefficients change from point to point; 
in definite points th en one Ol' more of those coefficients may become 
zero, When in a point a, consequently at the temp, Ta and under 
Ihe pressure Pa f.i, ).1 becomes zero, then reaction (16) passes into: 
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l, M + l. N ... + Àr-l Q + Àr R . 0, 

80 that the phase L does not take part into the reaction. The tangent 
in point a to the PT-cUI've is defined then by (32) in which, 
ho wever, the term/! )'111 1 and À1V1 disappear. We now take away 
f!"Om the equilibrium E(n. r) (I') the phase L, while we let unchanged 
temperature and pressUl'e; Ihen a new equilibrium E(n. r-l)lr-1) 
arises. This equilibrium is 80180 represented in a PT-diagram by a 
curve, which goes of course till'ough the point a. The direction of 
the PT-curve E(n. r-1) (1'-1) in point a is, however, defined also 
by an equation of tbe form of (32); herein now also the terms 
ll'71 and À1V1 are wanted, while the othe1' terms have tbe same 
values as for the equilibrium E(n. r) (r). Consequently the two curves 
touch one another in the point a. As tbe same discussion is valid 
also when more coefficients become zero, we get, therefol'e: 

when at Ta and nnder Pa some phases (f.i. r') of tbe equilibrium 
E(n.1')(r) do not participate in the phases-reaction, then the PT
curve of E(n . r) (r) and that of E(n . r-r') (r-r') touch one another 
in ths point a. 

In general we may imagine, the1'efore, r-1 equilibria E(n.r-1)(1'-1), 
further i 1'(r-1) equilibria E(n. r-2)(r--2) etc., the PT-curves of 
which come in contact with that of the equilibrium E(n. ,')(r). 

When we apply th is f.i. to the binary equilibrium E (2.3) (3) = 
solid substance + liquid + vapour, then herefrom at once the known 
property follows, th at the PT-curve of this equilibrium touches that 
of the equilibrium E (2.2) (2) = liquid + vapoUl'; tbat of the equi
librium E (2.2) (2) = solid suhstance + vapour, consequently the 
sublimation-Iine of the solid substance, and that of the equilibrium 
E (2.2) (2) = Bolid Bubstance + liquid, consequently the melting-line 
of the solid substance. 

Leiden, Lab. of lnorg. Chemistry. (To be continued.) 




